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EDITORIAL POLICY
The Runner newsletter is produced
quarterly by the Lower Fraser Fisheries
Alliance. Our purpose is to inform readers
about LFFA organization processes,
developments and news.
We will gladly accept signed comments,
questions and opinions about our
newsletter and will consider withholding
contributor’s name if desired.

Individual articles from The Runner may be
reprinted, photocopied or redistributed with
permission from The Runner provided the
date of publication and source of the
material is indicated. Please notify The
Runner if you would like to reprint an article.
All community members are welcome to
contribute thoughts, articles and letters to The
Runner.

Submissions and letters should be send to:
The Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance
2788 Sumas Mountain Road
Abbotsford, BC
V3G 2J2
Phone: 778.847.3323
Email: communications@lﬀa.ca
Publication is not guaranteed.
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In the old days there was a house on the top of Chilliwack Mountain facing down-river. The man who
lived there had only one job; to watch for two silver bands on both sides of the river; millions of oolichan
arriving. His job then was to run down the mountain to spread the word to other runners. People would
come from near and far each year. The Runner endeavors to do this job once again, albeit electronically.
Ken Malloway
LFFA Chair
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Message from the Executive Director
Since our last update, LFFA staﬀ biologists experienced a major proposal and funding blitz. They
diligently prepared applications for the Coastal Restoration fund, Canadian Nature Fund for Aquatic
Species at Risk and the BC Salmon Restoration and Innovative Fund just before the ﬁscal year-end.
It paid oﬀ. Our application to the Coastal Restoration Fund was
accepted, which means upcoming collaborative work with
Non-Governmental Organizations, like the Paciﬁc Salmon Foundation, in
the area of planning habitat and restoration activities.
We will also have another opportunity to resubmit to the Restoration
and Innovative Fund in the fall.
While we are eager to participate in these Federal and Provincial
funding opportunities, LFFA notes that they are not very well
coordinated in terms of timing, clear criteria or deliverables.
These are signiﬁcant funding allocations by government, and so have
been overwhelmed by the number of applications they receive. The
challenge is to award projects that are not redundant to ensure the
investment in salmon and other species are eﬀective and eﬃcient.

“LFFA enjoys a strong
reputation as a
recognized organization
that can deliver on
projects and act as a
reliable partner with
external agencies.”

Most focus on habitat restoration and stock assessment in the form of large multi-year funding
contributions (upwards of $150 million each over ﬁve years) that require Indigenous partnerships and
contributions. The Fraser Watershed Initiative, championed by MP Fin Donnelly, is also pursuing a $500
million federal ask for habitat and restoration.

Tsawwassen Youth doing a dinner song before lunch at the Annual General Meeting in June.

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance
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LFFA would prefer to see a more coordinated
approach and will be pursuing
government-to-government engagement to improve
the planning, particularly with project activities that
occur in Lower Fraser territories.

Kwikwetlem First Nation leadership, Chief Ed Hall,
signing the LFFA Governance Protocol – bringing the
total number of signatories to 23 Lower Fraser
Nations. We must acknowledge Fred Wilson for his
continued commitment as the Kwikwetlem Delegate.

The good news is that LFFA enjoys a strong
reputation as a recognized organization that can
deliver on projects and act as a rebliable partner
with external agencies.

On a personal note, I was re-appointed to a
three-year Commissioner term on the Paciﬁc Salmon
Commission by Minister Wilkinson, after receiving an
endorsement from my bosses, the LFFA Executive
Committee. Russ Jones from Haida Gwaii was
appointed as the other First Nation Commissioner. I
look forward to working with him and the First
Nations Caucus as we begin implementation of the
recently negotiated Paciﬁc Salmon Treaty. I remain
committed to pursuing a succession plan that would
incorporate broader provincial participation and more
First Nation involvement in appointments to the
Commission, Panels and Technical Committees.

Our team of biologists has also been supported
through the Solh Temexw Stewardship Alliance and
Collaborative Resource Stewardship program, by
way of the Ministry of Indigenous Relations and
Reconciliation and Forestry, Lands and Natural
Resources Oﬃce. LFFA will retain two biologists to
work on projects of provincial concern. This
partnership entails a broad spectrum of activities,
including enhancing our relationship with Provincial
ministries.
The Recreational and Commercial Sectors continue
to be interested in the development of a Tier 3
Round table to discuss harvest and conservation
planning in the Lower Fraser. There has not been
any increase in the Aboriginal Aquatic Resource and
Ocean Management or Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy
core funding to accommodate this work, but DFO is
reviewing options through the Indigenous Program
Review that took place in 2018.
In this quarter, LFFA also conducted an
organizational review and renewed the strategic
plan. We are happy to have had the chance to
work with Cornerstone Consulting and David Hill on
both projects. The LFFA Executive Committee and
staﬀ have contributed to the initial drafts and the
Lower Fraser leadership will be engaged during the
Fall Forums for their contribution and eventual
approval.
Our June AGM was a major success thanks to great
staﬀ planning and the generosity of the host
community, Tsawwassen First Nation. We enjoyed
an awesome crab feast and had a great time
honouring former Executive Committee members
and delegates Jamie Commodore, Kevin Kelly, and
Laura Cassidy. One of the highlights was

An increase in the number of projects and personnel
at LFFA are starting to exceed our physical oﬃce
space, so addressing this in 2019 will be a priority.
I am grateful to the staﬀ our organization has
assembled in recent years and it has been a
complete pleasure pursuing the goals and aspirations
of our Lower Fraser leadership. Fishers are working
together and the LFFA family continues to grow and
prosper.
Yours in Unity,

Murray Ned
Executive Director
Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance
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A year in review

Tier 3 Update
Don Simpson

The 2018-2019 ﬁscal year was a busy one for the
LFFA, with a ﬂurry of activity taking place in all tiers,
including Tier 3.
This is the Tier where LFFA's vision to engage in
relationship development and foster improved
understanding between Lower Fraser Fisheries
Alliance members and others on our riverbanks
comes to life. Notably, commonalities have been
found with the recreational ﬁshing community
through both direct discussion and our involvement
with the Fraser River Peacemakers.
The Peacemakers have a primary interest in reducing
conﬂict among the in-river ﬁsheries of the Fraser
Watershed, in order to improve ﬁsheries management
overall. Early eﬀorts have focused on salmon and
sturgeon in the gravel reaches of the Fraser River,
below Sawmill Creek and above Mission. Local
participation has been strong. Other regional
organizations, such as the Fraser Basin Council, Sports
Fishing Advisory Board, BC Wildlife Federation, the BC
Drift Fishers Federation and the Fraser River
Sportﬁshing Alliance have also been involved.
It remains a priority of the LFFA to encourage a
mutually respectful relationship between all users of
the Fraser River, to maintain a healthy, safe
environment for ﬁshing, and to ultimately protect our
shared aquatic and cultural resource.

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

Emergency Planning Secretariat
Gillian Fuss

The Emergency Planning Secretariat is working hard
to get oﬀ the ground. In the past few months, we
have begun to sort out organization logistics, and
are now working towards a functioning Terms of
Reference.
We are also hiring an Executive Assistant and
preparing for our ﬁrst leadership roundtables.
These events are First Nation-to-First Nation
discussions where we will share ﬂood planning
experiences and introduce the Secretariat.
The ﬁrst session was held on July 19th and the
next will be September 16th from 9 am to 4 pm
at Matsqui Gymnasium. Leadership and technical
staﬀ are welcome, and lunch is provided,
so please be in touch if you're interested
in attending.
Interested in any of
Finally, we have been participating in
regional ﬂood mitigation workshops and
meetings, such as the Resilient Waters
conference and the Living Dyke Roundtable.
We are looking forward to working more
with the communities soon.

Emergency Planning Roundtable
Matsqui Gymnasium
9 a.m. – 4 p.m.

the opportunities
available through the
new Emergency
Planning Secretariat?
Contact Gillian directly
at
gillian.fuss@emplans.ca
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Season Review
Aidan Fisher, Biologist

The LFFA ﬁsheries biologists have committed to providing
quarterly ﬁshery management updates through The
Runner. Fisheries management occurs between the Lower
Fraser First Nation leadership and Department of FO
directly, while the staﬀ biologists provide technical support.

Chinook Fisheries
Chinook ﬁsheries have been extremely challenged this
year. Following surveys conducted in 2018 that
indicated all-time low escapement numbers for
migrating Fraser chinook, Minister Wilkinson announced
extensive management action, including: closure of
Lower Fraser Food, Social and Ceremonial ﬁsheries,
except for special ceremonial purposes; closure to
in-river recreational chinook ﬁsheries; major delay to
marine commercial ﬁsheries; and non-retention only for
marine recreational chinook ﬁsheries. The management
actions were scheduled to shift from closure and
non-retention to limited retention on July 15, but in
some areas, changes are delayed to August 23.
Management actions have been imposed in two areas:
marine and in-river. In marine ﬁsheries, which are
predominantly recreational and commercial,
Coded-Wire Tag data is used to predict how many
chinook can be expected. This data feeds into DFO's
Scenario Builder tool. Of the ﬁve Fraser Management
Units (Spring 42, Spring 52, Summer 52, Summer 41
and Fall 41) only three have active CWT indicators
that are considered using this method. This results in
management actions that don't adequately account for
impacts on some Management Units – for instance,
mid-July marked the peak of the Summer 52 stocks
but also coincided with the date that retention in
recreational ﬁsheries opened in some marine areas.
In-river ﬁsheries are being measured and managed
diﬀerently. Firstly, the in-river retention recreational
ﬁshery for chinook is not opening this year and there
will be no salmon-directed (sockeye, coho, pink, chum)
recreational ﬁshing until, at the earliest, August 23rd.
The data used to inform the in-river chinook ﬁsheries
management is the Run Reconstruction tool, which
means all Management Units are being accounted for
in management actions.
The management actions surrounding Summer 52
chinook have created concern that the Aboriginal

Priority of Lower Fraser First Nations is not being
respected. Currently, Summer 52 is open for harvest
by marine recreational ﬁsheries after their licenced
opening date of July 15 while Lower Fraser FSC
ﬁsheries remain heavily restricted. The LFFA has
brought this issue to the attention of DFO oﬃcials
through multiple communications, citing its conﬂict
with the Sparrow Decision.

Sockeye Fisheries
Sockeye ﬁsheries are expected to occur this year. The
details of the sockeye ﬁsheries, including FSC ﬁsheries,
are entirely dependent on in-season information
through the Fraser River Panel.
The pre-season forecast is 4.8 million sockeye, with a
50% chance of returns being at or below that
amount. For over a decade, the forecast overestimated
the actual return – a phenomenon that may be
attributed to poor ocean conditions and unquantiﬁable
environmental eﬀects.
The pre-season ﬁshery plans allow for a full FSC
ﬁsheries harvest for Lower Fraser First Nations
(approximately 400,000 sockeye) as well as a very
small commercial ﬁshery. It is unlikely that there will
be suﬃcient Total Allowable Catch to allow for Lower
Fraser Economic Opportunity sockeye ﬁsheries this year.
If numbers are low, the commercial ﬁshery will be
eliminated and the FSC ﬁsheries reduced.
Start dates for any sockeye directed ﬁsheries, including
dry rack ﬁsheries, will be described in the Salmon
IFMP. Depending on geographic location and the
protection closure for Early Stuart migration, the start
dates will likely fall between July 19-22 or July 26-29.
Finally, the Fraser sockeye ﬁshery and forecast is
dependent on a strong return of Chilko sockeye. Based
on the current forecast, approximately half of the
2019 Fraser sockeye forecast is Chilko sockeye. If these
sockeye do not materialize as forecasted it may
substantially aﬀect Fraser sockeye ﬁsheries management
this year.

Pink and Chum Fisheries
Once we are closer to the Pink and Chum season we
will provide an update on what the expectation is for
those ﬁsheries.

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

Staﬀ spotlight

Benny Jean
Cytrynbaum
Benny Jean Cytrynbaum is an
undergraduate student at Whitman
College in the state of Washington, USA.
Originally from West Vancouver, she is
currently in her third year of a four-year B.Sc.
program with a speciﬁc focus in aquatic and
marine biology. She recently spent several months on
a co-op program in the Turks and Caicos Islands where
she conducted marine research on a variety of species
and gained valuable experience in research methods
and project management. She is joining the LFFA as a
Biology Intern for the summer of 2019. In doing so,
she aims to gain experience in ﬁsheries management,
habitat restoration, hazard mitigation and ﬁeld work in
the North West Paciﬁc Region. Her internship will also
provide her with a wealth of experience in grant
preparation, ﬁeld sampling techniques and project
management. We at the LFFA are excited to have her
join us for the summer term and aid us with upcoming
and ongoing projects.
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Restoration at
Chawathil First
Nation: Population
Assessment and
Habitat Enhancement
Jeanne Hughes, R.P. Bio
This project began in 2018, when
Norm Florence with the Chawathil First
Nation approached LFFA biologists
wondering if we could assist with a
habitat restoration project at Chawathil
FN.

Above
• Spawning Salish Sucker
• Coastal Cutthroat Trout
Special thanks to Mike Pearson at
Pearson Ecological for the photos.

LFFA partnered with Chawathil
community members and Pearson
Ecological and began a preliminary
habitat assessment including mapping
the current streams and ponds in the
territory, collecting water quality
information, and setting ﬁsh traps to
see what was using the existing
habitat. In one of the traps, we caught
a Salish sucker – a provincially and
federally listed Species at Risk.
This Salish sucker population at
Chawatihl represents a previously
unknown population and extends the
species range in Canada by
approximately 20 km eastwards. It is
common to ﬁnd salmonid species
where Salish sucker occur as they
utilize the same habitat, therefore we

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

were not altogether surprised to catch overwintering coho salmon fry, indicating that there was
access in these streams from the Fraser River for adult spawning coho salmon.
We began to plan a restoration project that could beneﬁt both Salish sucker and salmonid
species and successfully applied for an The
Aboriginal
for project
Speciesaims
at Risk
grant. a2019/2020
is
ClimateFund
Adapt
to create
First Nations
forstarted
adapting
to the2019
potential
the ﬁrst year of funding for this grant, led
andstrategy
ﬁeldwork
in early
with impacts
elevationof
climate
change
on
their
ﬁsheries
and
increasing
watershed
surveys to determine the elevation of the current stream beds and ponds, water quality
enda result
of thisestimate
project will
be a First
monitoring, amphibian surveys, and ﬁshresilience.
trapping The
to get
population
of existing
Salish
Nations-led plan on measures we would like to take to
sucker.
adapt to climate change and create ecosystem resilience.
The amphibian population is diverse – we
observed egg
masses
of northwestern
salamander,
Implementing
the plan
would
create jobs and
build
Paciﬁc chorus frog, and two listed species
– western
and red-legged
toad, as well
as the
capacity
in ourtoad
communities
(e.g. restoration,
monitoring
etc.). It would also lead to a holistic strategy to deal with
invasive American bullfrog.
climate change.
The Salish sucker population is estimated at 64 breeding adults, so not a large population, and
In the 1st phase of the project (2017-18), we have
expansion of the existing pond habitat is expected to greatly beneﬁt this species. We also
created a spatial database and maps of environmental
trapped more coho salmon (again therevalues
is a relatively
population)
of cutthroat
importantsmall
to FNs.
These willand
be lots
overlaid
by maps
trout. The water quality is nearly perfect
in
the
large
pond
and
outlet
streams
where
the for us
that illustrate the risks to our ecosystems, in order
sucker and coho were trapped, but thetowater
is warmcurrent
and very
in threats
oxygentoeverywhere
understand
and low
future
our valued
ecosystems.
else.
We will be
thisquality
summer
get yourthe
Again, expanding the pond habitat is expected
to hosting
improvemeetings
the water
andtoincrease
inputs on the maps prepared in order to help us identify
available high-quality habitat for both ﬁsh species. In the Fall we will be doing spawning
areas to protect/restore and develop a First Nations
surveys to get an idea of how many spawning
adult
coho resilience
are accessing
the pond, and see if
strategy to
improve
for salmon.
any other salmonid species are spawning in the area – hopefully chum. Stay tuned for an
update on this project in future editionsLook
of The
Runner.
forward
to seeing you at the Sub-Regional meetings
this summer.

Pond at Chawathil FN
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Restoring culture and history
one ﬁsh at a time
Ian Hamilton, LFFA Staﬀ Biologist

Katzie First Nation's proposed restoration project
is much more than a great example of
environmental stewardship of its culture and
history. The location – the Upper Pitt River's
Blue Creek – has been home to Katzie First
Nation since time immemorial and is a major
reproductive hotspot for Paciﬁc salmon species
that rely on the Fraser River watershed, like the
Upper Pitt Chinook salmon.

Large-scale forestry in B.C. has destabilized many
mountainsides that have caused landslides and
disturbed the riparian area of rivers and streams
that are critical for salmon. But this is just one
reason for concern. There is also signiﬁcant risk
from mini jet boats that transport ﬁshermen to
ﬁshing sites that disturb and frequently destroy
spawning areas. Along with impending climate
change, these are major stressors for the
Chinook that depend on these habitats for
survival.

This key species has been in decline for decades.
With spawner numbers as high as 3500 in the
1950s and 1960s, recent reports suggest that
The Blue Creek project represents a rare
they have dwindled to as low as 75 in 2018.
opportunity to restore a previously productive
Chinook Salmon are not only an important
spawning habitat. In Spring 2018, a landslide
cultural and economic species to all inhabitants
occurred on the north bank of Blue Creek, about
of the Lower Fraser River but are a major
800m from the
“Salmon
are
more
than
ﬁsh,
they
food source for Southern Resident Killer
conﬂuence with
are
our
family.
Like
our
children,
Whales. The whales are an important
the Pitt River.
we
need
to
provide
them
with
a
keystone marine mammal currently listed as
Large amounts
Endangered by the Committee on the
of sediment
safe place to return.”
Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
entered Blue
Rick Bailey, Katzie First Nation
(COSEWIC). By restoring the watershed, we
Creek, creating
protect the Chinook, which helps other species
several large ﬁsh barriers to the upper spawning
as well.
grounds near its headwaters and threatening the
integrity of the lower reach which is critical
This decline of salmon can largely be attributed
Chinook spawning habitat.
to ocean exploitation and human development
in the Lower Fraser River. As a keystone species
Our restoration plan aims to remove in-stream
in Paciﬁc Northwest aquatic ecosystems, the loss
barriers in this area for ﬁsh migration and build
of important salmon stocks could lead to
a series of rock and log fortiﬁcations to protect
food-web imbalances, known as a trophic
the lower spawning beds. The project also aims
cascade, which have terrible consequences for all
to restore ecosystem connectivity and water ﬂow
species that rely on salmon for survival.
into Larson Creek and Alvin Patterson Channel,
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two areas that are important for Chinook, Upper
Pitt Sockeye, Coho and populations of
endangered Steelhead Trout.
Our community hopes to improve this habitat
and turn this Blue Creek restoration into an
ongoing project with annual improvements to
help the Lower Fraser River salmon survive and
sustain British Columbians in the future. As Katzie
Councilor, Rick Bailey says of the project,
“Salmon are more than ﬁsh, they are our family.
Like our children, we need to provide them with
a safe place to return.” And by doing so, we
hope to protect future generations of species
and British Columbians.

The WWF-Canada Restoration Fund
supports projects that aim to improve
the health of freshwater ecosystems
across Canada through direct,
on-the-ground initiatives. We gratefully
acknowledge the support of WWF
Canada and Coca-Cola Canada.
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